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Dubai fair reaps reward of focus on indian contemporary art

british collectors charles saatchi and Frank cohen were among those who bought

by Georgina Adam and james Knox | From web exclusive | Posted: 19.3.08

DUbAi. Arabian Delight, a stuffed camel squashed into a large blue suitcase, on show at the Art Dubai fair, has 
been acquired by charles saatchi. the 2008 piece by the Pakistani artist Huma Mulji, was the talking point of the 
fair, which opened to viPs yesterday (tuesday). 

the sale, for $8,000 (£4,000), was brokered in advance by an art advisor; Mr saatchi did not attend the 
fair, however he also acquired a large pop-style group portrait (Untitled eclipse 3, 2007) by jitish Kallat from 
chemould Prescott Road Gallery (Mumbai), for about $200,000 (£100,000). Manchester collector Frank cohen 
snapped up jagannath Panda’s figurative study of trees, Absence in cite, 2007, for about €60,000 (£47,000) 
at the same gallery.

the second edition of the fair, which continues until sunday (23 March), brings together 70 dealers, compared 
to 40 last year, ranging from dealers from Dubai, iran, Lebanon and bahrein, to Australian, Korean, American and 
european exhibitors.

the fair has grown not only in size but in complexity, with a programme of talks and events and this year boasts 
an “art park” for video along with a special section devoted to Pakistan.

the event is supported by Dubai’s ruler, HH sheikh Mohammed Al-Maktoum, who swept into the exhibition hall 
on the first day surrounded by a phalanx of photographers, courtiers and press. this highly visible patronage was 
reinforced by a visit from his son HH sheikh Majid Al Maktoum, who is culture minister in the statelet.

At last year’s fair, sales were driven by the market for contemporary indian art, with many showing western art 
reporting disappointing results. As a result, this year there was more indian and Middle eastern art on display. 

sales in this category proved the strongest element on the opening day of the fair. in addition to the sales at 
chemould Prescott, Aicon Gallery sold india shining 2007 by Debanjin Roy for $20,000 (£10,000), a cast (3/5) 
showing a red-painted Ghandi sitting in front of a laptop.

while the mood was upbeat among the indian gallerists, western dealers noted that sales were slower. However 
Rossi and Rossi, with a solo show of tibetan artist Gonkar Gyatso, had virtually sold out the God series of cal-
ligraphies, collages of glittery stickers (£16,500) per image, while buddha in our time, 2008, a large image of the 
deity, sold to the Australian white Rabbit Foundation for £45,000.

the Art newspaper, March 19, 2008
Art Dubai, March 19 - 22, 2008
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elsewhere, there was a range of western art on offer, from a large, $850,000 sam Francis at Max Lang to 
jawlenski’s House with Palmtree, 1914, priced at $1.78m at Galerie thomas. Albion had parked wim Delvoye’s 
lacy metallic sculpture cement truck, 2008, outside the fair (€600,000, £473,000).

“there is a tremendous feeling of optimism about the Dubai fair,” said Mona Hauser, founder of the satellite creek 
art fair. this consisted of dealer shows and artist installations scattered around 22 traditional houses and outdoor 
spaces in the historic bastakiya district. 

this event has also gathered momentum, compared to last year when there were only eight houses available. 
this year there are also films, talks and concerts. the opening night (which took place saturday, before the fair 
itself opened) attracted over 1,000 visitors and saw the start of very strong buying, particularly of iranian art, much 
to UAe nationals.

Malekeh nayiny sold examples from her Demon series of coloured photographic prints for €9,000 (£7,000) at 
XvA gallery. this series has also been on display at the vuitton centre in Paris. watercolours of childlike fantasy 
landscapes by Farah Abolghasemi were selling strongly at 14,000 Dirhams (£200) at total Arts.

Ms Hauser confirmed that it is important for dealers not to overprice in this still nascent market. the creek art fair 
runs to 31 March.

Like Dubai itself, the fair is still being built, and can be expected to evolve as dealers and clients alike deepen their 
knowledge of the field. “we had better questions this year and more serious people, and i feel the fair has greater 
momentum,” said gallerist Max Lang of new york.



indian art rules at international Dubai Art Fair

sahar Zaman

Dubai: the second international Art Fair was held at Dubai recently, and as the event concluded what emerged 
was the growing popularity of indian art.
Last week all roads led to the international Dubai Art Fair, and Dubai being the hub of international entrepreneurs, 
is buzzing with the flavour of the season— indian art. the international Dubai Art Fair is growing to be one of 
the biggest art fairs in the world, and it’s relevant to indians as the focus this year is on indian contemporary art. 
Director Dubai Art Fair, john Martin says, “it’s an opportunity for collectors in Middle east, europe, Far east and 
America to come here showing interest in the art from the region.”
the two most popular artists with gallery owners from various parts of the world at the event were subodh Gupta 
and jitesh Kallat. Gallery owner from italy Mario cristiani comments on the works of subodh Gupta, “works of 
subodh are very important for us, because his work has the sensibility of the tradition of india, but in a modern 
context.”
“we’ve had tremendous response for indian art, particularly for the work of jitesh Kallat,” says jena balton a gal-
lery owner from chicago.

the fair marked the paradigm shift of interest in art from the western world to the eastern zone.
it also looked beyond our masters like Husain or Raza, to give due recognition to the potential in the contempo-
rary genre that’s breaking records in the international market.

cnn-ibn, March 25, 2008
Art Dubai, March 19 - 22, 2008

ARt AttAcK: works of contemporary indian artists were widely 
appreciated at the international Dubai Art Fair.
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Art Dubai: Optimism Unbound

the recently concluded Art Dubai (formerly called the Dubai Art Fair) celebrated art from the south east Asian region. india 
now being the hot destination, indian contemporary art got an extra focus in this fair. Delhi based art writer and curator An-
ubhav nath files a comprehensive story on the fair from Dubai.

introduction 

the major international art fairs are held annually in basel, new york, Miami, London and Paris. these exhibitions are a 
meeting-point for artists, curators, dealers, buyers, consultants, critics, museums and art foundations. 
Last year was the inaugural year and this year there were many noticeable changes. Firstly, the name; from a not-so-cool 
“the Dubai Art Fair” to a more savvy Art Dubai. the swiss Art basel is the mother of all art events and seems to be the 
reference point for the evolving Art Dubai. 
the fair was held from March 18th to 22nd, mainly at the posh Medinath jumeira Hotel in Dubai. compared to last year, 
the fair has more talks, discussions and programs. this year, the physical space had more than doubled, with seventy gal-
leries from all over the world showing the best of their art. 
the event is patronized by HH sheikh Mohammed Al-Maktoum, the ruler of Dubai. He inaugurated the fair guaranteeing the 
attendance of high-profile visitors including prominent members of the royal families. savita Apte and john Martin are among 
the main organizers. 

 incredible india

with last year’s tremendous success, indian galleries had a strong presence and reported even stronger sales. they were 
surely envied by other international participants. Last year the galleries focused on modern masters, but this time the flavor 
was definitely very contemporary. 
Gallery chemould showed exceptional works by Rashid Rana, jagnanath Panda and Reena saini Kallat’s works made with 
rubber stamps.  sakshi Gallery exhibited an installation by Zarina Hashmi and sculptures by sumedh Rajendran and chintan 
Upadhyay. Gallery espace showed works by Manjunath Kamath, birendra Pani and Amitava Das and put up a solo exhibit 
of photographer Atul bhalla’s works, the only indian artist with an individual booth. Grosvenor-vadehra were the only ones 

Artconcerns.com, March, 2008
Art Dubai, March 19 - 22, 2008

india shining 1, 2007, painted 
cast aluminium, 27 x 46 x 30 in.



exhibiting MF Husain and Fn souza.   

new york-based sundaram tagore Gallery showed minimalist works by tantric artist sohan Qadri. Also, Aicon Gallery 
showed GR iranna and Debanjin Roy’s sculpture of a bright-red Gandhi sitting with a laptop, which attracted much atten-
tion. 
interestingly, italian participant Galleria continua showed subodh Gupta’s recent work and have an upcoming solo of his in 
May; London-based Albion showed a few indian artists including jitish Kallat and chicago-based walsh Gallery showed 
many indian works, the most noteworthy was Ravinder Reddy’s, Radha a single edition, oversized fiberglass sculpture (200 
x 162.5 x 200 cms) with a price tag of $600,000. 
nature Morte and bodhi Art, who participated last year were not seen at the fair this year.    
to take advantage of the timing most galleries in the city were hosting really good shows. the 1x1 Art space gallery which 
extensively promotes indian art, held two shows simultaneously, curated by bose Krishnamchari. Prasad Raghavan, Par-
vathi nayar, Aji v.n, jyothi basu, Minal Dhamani nandy, vivek vilasini, bharat sikka, c.K.Rajan, Hema Upadhyay, sudar-
shan shetty, shilpa Gupta, Riyas Komu, t.v.santhosh and Anant joshi were the participating artists in this twin show titled 
AFFAiR.

Art & entrepreneurship 

credit suisse, an investment banking giant has been pursuing art as an investment for a long time. they rolled out their Art 
& entrepreneurship program at Art Dubai. this touring exhibition features works of 19 young artists from 16 countries. From 
Dubai the exhibition will proceed to new york, berlin, Moscow, Geneva, Milan, Madrid and finally London, with an auction at 
Philips de Pury on november 24th. 
At the exhibitions, visitors are requested to submit “silent bids” for their favourite works. Half of the proceeds will be donated 
to Room to Read, a non-profit organization and the remaining half will go to the artist. 
the participating artists are from all over the world, including the inseparable duo thukral & tagra, who were seen walking 
around Art Dubai wearing colour coordinated outfits at all times! 
to know more about the exhibition schedule, artists and bidding process one can visit the website at www.credit-suisse.
com/artandentrepreneurship  

A Pakistani Presence

Pakistani art was much in focus considering the international attention that they have been getting. considering the gen-
eral interest in islamic art and general bonhomie towards Pakistan, Art Dubai was a good choice for an international Art Fair 
debut. 
the Pakistan Pavilion showed the exhibition “Desperately seeking Paradise”, curated by salima Hashmi, a noted professor 
at the Lahore college of Art. though a decent curatorial effort, the Pavilion definitely did not live up to the hype. the pavilion 
comprised of two open party-tents, approximately ten feet by ten feet, minus proper lighting or air-conditioning, set up next 
to an artificial lake, in the hotel compound. some installations and sculptures were used to punctuate the space, around. 
At the exhibition, noteworthy works were Farida batool’s photograph titled, ‘there’s no place like Lahore’; Durriya Kazi’s 
installation titled, ‘witness’, Rashid Rana’s works which were at galleries also and Huma Mulji’s controversial work Arabian 
Delight (more about this later).  
On the whole the Pakistani Pavilion is a noteworthy first attempt, but did leave visitors a bit disappointed and asking for 
more. 
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besides his installation work at the pavilion, Pakistani art’s poster-boy, Rashid Rana was represented by Mumbai-based 
chemould Gallery and London-based art gallery, Green cardamom, the only gallery specializing in Pakistani art participat-
ing at the fair. Green cardamom was showing a number of Pakisatni artists (many overlapping with the pavilion) and had a 
steady beeline of visitors, buyers and consultants. their was a distinct high-beat of energy and wide smiles, which ensured 
that they did well and made some good placements of their works. 
the work that got removed
An art fair is not complete without a controversy. And a controversy over a shocking work increases the star-status of a fair. 
Keeping in mind strict islamic codes to be followed at Art Dubai, the screening committees are overtly strict with their cen-
sorship, often rejecting works (for no obvious reason) to not disturb islamic or cultural sensibilities. 
An oversized suitcase with a taxidermy camel squashed inside, some cotton and fabric was what made Huma Mulji’s work 
Arabian Delight, too much to handle for the Arabs. On display at the Pakistan Pavilion, the work was under the radar from 
day one and visiting Arab dignitaries were not-too-happy with their national animal and symbol of pride, the camel being 
shown in a way, which according to them was derogatory. “no clarifications please, we are Arab,” seemed to be their ad-
opted policy as no clarifications were given. 
On the second day of the fair, the coordinators were asked to remove the installation from the premises. through her work, 
Mulji wished to attract attention to the import-export of contraband items through personal luggage with probably a refer-
ence point to the young boys imported by Arabs to serve as camel-jockeys. 
the work had been pre-bought by charles saatchi, through an art advisor for about Us$8,000 and by now would be on 
its way to London, to be shown later in the year at the much awaited saatchi exhibition, “the empire strikes back.”

videos parked at Art Park 

Art videos were literally parked in Art Park, a make-shift video gallery, which normally serves as the underground parking area 
of the hotel.  considering the importance of videos in western art, a section dedicated to videos shows the foresight of the 
organizers. 
there were site-specific experimental works with a special emphasis on videos. Among the indian artists jitish Kallat’s video 
was on display. young and emerging Pakistani artist Mohammad Zeeshan’s video and interactive installation, commenting 
on America’s said and unsaid position on islam, captured attention and acclaim from varied audiences. 

international Galleries 

there was substantial representation from all over the world – europe, UsA, Africa and Asia. the two main participating 
Arab galleries the third Line and b21 did phenomenally well with their Arab clientele. Among the exhibits, something that 
surfaced was that western galleries paid special attention to islamic artists and some of the exhibited works had a strong 
islamic reference point. Paris and new york based gallery yvon Lambert showed photography based works of idris Khan, a 
UK based artist of hyphenated ethnicity. His works explore the different aspects of islam and he incorporates islamic ritual-
ism in his works, for example his photograph may be exposed three times to signify the turning- of- the- head after prayer. 
besides, the indian galleries, Korean galleries cAis, Kukje and sun Gallery attracted a lot of attention and attracted some 
serious buyers. Most noteworthy was sun Gallery’s installation artist seon-Ghi bahk. He works extensively with charcoal and 
a member of the extended royal family bought the installation on display. 
Unlike last year, this year the galleries didn’t flood the fair with Andy warhols and Damien Hirsts. 
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Discussions, talks, education and Publications

there were many discussions, talks and interviews held throughout the length of the fair. some were attended by world-
famous movers and shakers on the international art scene. Hans Ulrich Obrsit of London-based serpentine Gallery spoke 
about his ongoing project of video-documenting interviews with artists. He discussed and showed his interview with Anish 
Kapoor. He is in the process of interviewing a lot many indian artists and frequently visits india for the same. He was seen 
taking a keen interest in Arabic art and visited some galleries in old Dubai, leading to speculation that serpentine will be look-
ing at Arabic art, next. 
the sotheby’s institute held special educative and panel discussions on various topics, familiarizing enrolled participants with 
the fair and art markets. they held a three day intensive course for a fee of 1,000 british Pounds. 
in a special tie-up with the Art newspaper, London launched a special edition on the art markets in india and the Middle 
east, focusing on the two most prominent markets represented at Art Dubai.
Art tactic, an arts research initiative based in London launched their first comprehensive report on indian Modern and con-
temporary Art Market, along with a talk by its founder Anders Petterson. the report is a good introduction point to the indian 
art markets with information on key artists, gallerists, curators and important faces in the indian art scene.  
to promote and familiarize the incoming guests with the Dubai art scene, the Art bus ferried visitors around town, stopping 
at the major galleries. there was a corresponding Art Map, which enlists all the galleries and will be regularly updated for 
shows and art events in the city, around the year. 
On the whole the fair was well conceptualized, executed and managed, with significant changes from last year. the third 
edition of Art Dubai is scheduled in the second week of March next year and is a must visit for anyone seriously interested 
in indian art. not only is it a one-stop-shop for the best in indian and other art, but is also a venue to spot new trends, make 
contacts with international players, hob-knob with the art glitterati and identify emerging markets on the global art scene.
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